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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Hello, and welcome to the Palmetto Air Quality Collaborative Action Team kickoff webinar. The South Carolina Office of Resilience (or “SCOR”) and the South Carolina Department of Health and Environmental Control (or “DHEC”) are pleased to welcome you to this Action Team. Thank you for being here and for helping us through this initiative!



Agenda

• Introductions
• CPRG and PAQC Overview
• Action Team Objectives and 

Expectations
• Greenhouse Gas Inventory 

(draft output)
• Reduction Measures
• Next Steps

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Here’s our agenda for today. We’ll do a quick round of introductions since this group will be discussion-based. Then we’ll talk about the CPRG and PAQC, the objectives and expectations of the Action Teams, we’ll look at the draft GHG inventory, talk about reduction measures with some time for discussion, and then wrap up with what happens next.



• Established by the Inflation Reduction Act on August 16, 2022
• Administered by the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA)
• Focuses on developing state, tribal, and metropolitan climate plans 

that include GHG reduction measures

Phase I: Planning Grants
• $3 million for the statewide effort

• Co-leads: SC DHEC and SC Office of Resilience 
• Sub-awardee: SC Ports Authority

• $1 million for Charlotte, Columbia, and Greenville-Spartanburg MSAs
• Priority Climate Action Plan (PCAP) due March 1, 2024

Phase II: Implementation Grants
• Competitive; $4.6 billion available
• Due: April 1, 2024
• 30 to 115 expected awards, ranging from $2 million to $500 million

Climate 
Pollution 
Reduction 
Grant 
(CPRG)

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The Climate Pollution Reduction Grants (CPRG) program was established by the Inflation Reduction Act in August 2022 and is administered by the Environmental Protection Agency. It provides grants to states, metropolitan statistical areas (MSAs), tribes, and territories to develop and implement plans for reducing greenhouse gas emissions and other harmful pollution. The CPRG program is designed to provide flexible support to recipients, regardless of where they are in their climate planning and implementation process. Planning funds can be used to update existing climate, energy, or sustainability plans, or to develop new plans.There are two phases of CPRG: the first is the Planning Grant Phase, which we are currently working through now. It was a noncompetitive grant, and all 50 states were eligible to opt in. South Carolina is one of 46 states in the nation to receive this $3 million planning grant from CPRG. South Carolina’s statewide initiative is called the Palmetto Air Quality Collaborative, or PAQC, and is co-led by the South Carolina Office of Resilience (SCOR) and the South Carolina Department of Health and Environmental Control (DHEC). The South Carolina Ports Authority was also a sub-awardee of the grant and is using funding to research and plan how to reduce emissions from South Carolina’s ports and related transportation.MSAs were also able to receive funding from this program. Two MSAs in South Carolina- Columbia and Greenville-Spartanburg- each received $1 million, and the Catawba Regional COG is part of the Charlotte MSA in North Carolina which received funding. The PAQC is working with the MSAs through this process to create cohesive climate action plans throughout the state.There are 3 key deliverables from Phase I, the first and most important for today’s meeting is the Priority Climate Action Plan (PCAP), which is due to EPA on March 1, 2024. We will go into more detail on the PCAP in later slides. Phase II of CPRG is the Implementation Grants phase. This is a competitive grant, with $4.6 billion on the table nationwide. EPA expects to award somewhere between 30-115 awards, ranging from $2 million to $500 million depending on the quality of the applications they receive. We will go into further detail in just a moment.
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The CPRG is a 4-year grant. Phase I funding was awarded in July 2023, and after DHEC and SCOR completed a contract for the grant, work began in the fall of 2023. The PCAP is due March 1, 2024 and then one month later, the implementation grant application is due, kicking off Phase II of CPRG. Phase II will run concurrently with Phase I after this, with grant notifications coming in the summer of 2024 and funding by the fall, after which implementation grant activities will commence. Back to Phase I on the top row, the other two required deliverables for the CPRG program will take place during this time. These are the Comprehensive Climate Action Plan or CCAP, due in June 2025, and then a Final Status report is due at the end of the grant in June 2027. Right now, the near-term focus is the PCAP and the Implementation Grant application.



The Palmetto Air Quality Collaborative (PAQC)
• Innovation

• Innovate strategies to reduce greenhouse gases and other air 
pollutants in South Carolina

• Multiple Benefits
• Engage communities, capitalize on workforce and economic 

development opportunities, and advance resilience initiatives

• Coordination and Collaboration
• Develop actionable pollution reduction measures through 

interagency and intergovernmental collaboration, public and 
stakeholder engagement, and action team input

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The PAQC is intended to build on and complement existing programs and planning efforts across the state. It focuses on innovative strategies to reduce greenhouse gas emissions and other air pollutants in South Carolina. PAQC is engaging communities, emphasizing workforce and economic developments, and advancing resilience for our communities. This is all being done through interagency and intergovernmental coordination and collaboration, public stakeholder engagement, and input from our Action Teams in order to develop implementable, quantifiable GHG reduction measures.
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Palmetto Air Quality Collaborative

PCAP:
March 1, 2024

Implementation Grant
April 1, 2024

CCAP:
June 2025

Status Report:
June 2027

Deliverables

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
This animated slide shows the multiple groups and teams that will be contributing to the EPA-required deliverables.The PAQC process has a variety of groups and teams engaged in the process to create the 3 deliverables as well as the implementation grant application. The public and Stakeholder Engagement group meets weekly and consists of members from SCOR, DHEC, and the Energy Office. Members of this group attend meetings and events with external networks to promote the PAQC initiative and send materials out to be added to newsletters or emails disseminated through other networks and organizations and have also been involved in planning the Action Teams and the interagency coordination group.The interagency coordination group had its first kickoff meeting on October 23, 2023. It consisted of state agencies such as Department of Transportation and Energy Office, the Catawba Indian Nation, representatives from 8 of the 10 SC COGs, and local governments including counties, cities, and towns. The interagency coordination group will assist SCOR and DHEC in developing priorities for the PCAP and the other deliverables, provide feedback on the deliverable draft reports, and also many members of this group have joined Action Teams.The Action Teams are sector-specific teams of experts and engaged stakeholders formed to help identify and evaluate quantifiable GHG reduction measures. Members can provide the PAQC with expertise from their field. We will go over the Action Teams in the following slides, but they will contribute to each of the three deliverables and ideally with the statewide implementation grant application as well.



Action Team Objectives

• Provide expertise and insight 
about organization/community 
priorities

• Identify, review, prioritize GHG 
reduction measures

• Quantifiable

• Implementable

• Provide input on the draft PCAP
• Promote Implementation Grant 

participation

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
There are four key objectives for the Action Teams: to provide expertise and insight to the PAQC while respectfully representing their organization or community’s priorities in regard to climate planning; To assist SCOR and the PAQC in identifying, developing, and prioritizing quantifiable and implementable GHG reduction measures for inclusion in the PCAPTo provide input on the draft PCAP to create a robust and strong plan that is inclusive of all communities in South CarolinaTo promote participation in a statewide implementation grant application



Action Team Expectations

• Engage respectfully

• Attend and participate in meetings

• Share information

• Provide timely feedback

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Respectfully promote interests and concerns of your organization/community as it relates to GHG and co-pollutant reduction measures and climate planningAttend PAQC Action Team meetings as scheduled, or send a representative if unavailableProvide information about efforts your organization/community is working on or developingReview GHG inventories and related information developed by SCORProvide recommendations for specific measures to include in the PCAPShare engagement opportunities, such as surveys or public meetings, to broaden PAQC’s reachSupply additional information or data as availableRespond to specific action items, such as reviewing materials and providing timely feedback to PAQC



PCAP Timeline and Targets

October November December January February March April

January  19
Draft PCAP 

posted

March 1
PCAP due 

to EPA

February 9
Draft PCAP 
comments 

due

April 1
Implementation 

Grant 
Applications due

October 23
Kickoff 

Meeting

Action Teams

Stakeholder Engagement

Prepare Implementation Grant Application(s) 

Interagency Group Updates

December 22
Stakeholder 

Surveys 
requested

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
These are the target dates for developing the PCAP. The process will require input from other governmental agencies, action teams, and the public, so although the stakeholder input survey will remain open for the duration of the 4-year CPRG grant, we request all input that is to be considered for the PCAP and implementation grant be submitted no later than Thursday, December 22, 2023.We plan to have a draft of the PCAP posted on our website by January 19th, then stakeholders and action team members will have 3 weeks to review and provide comments to us, which are due by February 9th. SCOR will spend the rest of February reviewing comments and updating the plan to submit it by March 1, 2024, and then March will be spent writing the statewide implementation grant.



Applications due April 1, 2024
• Measures MUST be included in a 

PCAP
• Eligible applicants: state and local 

government agencies, regional 
Councils of Government, federally 
recognized tribes

• Coalitions, sub-awardees, and sub-
contracts allowed

EPA Priorities
• Actionable, quantifiable emissions 

reduction measures
• Community benefits
• Complement other funding sources

Implementation Grants

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The implementation grant application is due April 1, 2024. All projects or programs included in the implementation grant MUST also be listed as a reduction measure in the state’s PCAP (or MSA PCAP if an MSA is applying for an implementation grant individually/without the state). Eligible applicants for this grant include state and local government agencies, regional Councils of Government, and federally recognized tribes. Coalitions, sub-awards, and sub-contracts are allowed, but there are some specific guidelines and rules about how these must be done included in the grant NOFO (see link below). The EPA is looking for applications with actionable, quantifiable greenhouse gas reduction measures, and awarding extra points for applications that reduce the most emissions within the next 5 years. EPA also requires a community benefits analysis, specifically focusing on low income, disadvantaged communities to meet the White House’s Justice40 initiative, and a discussion on how the project or program complements other funding sources without crossing over them completely. For example, if South Carolina’s application includes a project that already had a grant opportunity but South Carolina did not apply for that grant, it would not be a strong application.Additional information:From the Implementation Grant NOFO (https://www.epa.gov/inflation-reduction-act/cprg-implementation-grants)An eligible applicant may apply to this competition either as an individual applicant or as a “lead applicant” in a coalition. An individual applicant may make subawards to partners (subrecipients) to carry out a portion of the grant’s activities provided that the subawards are consistent with the grant’s terms and conditions and with all applicable requirements, including the EPA Subaward Policy. For individual applicants that plan to make subawards to partners, EPA encourages those applicants to include letters of commitment from such partners. A coalition is a special type of partnership, also subject to subaward requirements, including the EPA Subaward Policy. However, for purposes of this grant program, a coalition is a group of two or more eligible applicants that share a strong and substantial commitment to the proposed measures (e.g., financially, materially, or operationally) such that withdrawal by any single member from the coalition would fundamentally alter the design or expected outputs and outcomes of the proposed measures. Coalition members must demonstrate their commitment to the coalition and to fulfilling their role to ensure success of the proposed measures through a signed Memorandum of Agreement (MOA). Such a memorandum should include, among other things, the proposed operating model and roles and responsibilities of all coalition members. The lead applicant for the coalition must submit the MOA as an attachment as described in Section IV.B and Appendix E (“Guidelines for a Memorandum of Agreement for a Coalition”). See Section IV.C for more information about partnership and coalition coverage. Each eligible applicant is limited to submitting two grant applications: one as the individual applicant and one as the lead applicant for a coalition. Applicants may participate in more than one coalition but may only serve as lead applicant for one coalition.



Questions?



CPRG Requirements
Priority Climate Action Plan 
(PCAP): March 1, 2024

Comprehensive Climate Action 
Plan (CCAP): June 2025

Status Report: June 2027

GHG Inventory GHG Inventory Update encouraged
GHG Emissions Projections Update encouraged
GHG Reduction Targets

Quantified GHG Reduction 
Measures

Quantified GHG Reduction 
Measures

Status and updates required

Benefits Analysis Benefits Analysis Benefits Analysis
Review of Authority to Implement Review of Authority to Implement Update required

Intersection with Other Funding 
Availability

Intersection with Other Funding 
Availability

Workforce Planning Analysis Workforce Planning Analysis
Next Steps
Future Budget and Staffing Needs

Monitor and Measure Program Performance: Outputs and Outcomes

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The PCAP has several required elements that I want to briefly overview. The first is the GHG inventory, which we are in the draft stages of putting together and will go into detail on in a minute. The second requirement is the quantified GHG reduction measures, which is the main area we need action team members’ support and input to develop. We must also include a community benefits analysis and show that we are meeting the White House’s Justice40 initiative, that 40% of benefits go to low income, disadvantaged communities (which are identified using the Climate and Economic Justice Screening Tool). Finally, we must include a review of authority to implement, which details which agency or organization has the legal authority to implement reduction measures. The CCAP and Status report both build on these requirements, adding requirements of emissions projections, GHG reduction targets, intersection of other funding availability, workforce planning analysis, and future planning with budget and staffing needs.The CCAP will require more analyses and stakeholder input to develop GHG emissions projections and reduction targets, as well as recommended measures to achieve those targets. The PCAP process (and GHG inventory) may identify data and analysis gaps that we will seek to address in the latter phases of the program.



South Carolina GHG Emissions

Source: U.S. EPA’s Inventory of U.S. Greenhouse Gas Emissions and 
Sinks by State: 1990-2021. GHG Inventory Data Explorer.
https://www.epa.gov/ghgemissions/inventory-us-greenhouse-gas-
emissions-and-sinks

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Greenhouse gases can be measured by the sector or source they come from. These figures were created using EPA’s U.S. Inventory of GHG Emissions and Sinks by State (1990-2021). These figures do not exactly match up with the inventory we are in the preliminary process of developing. However, the numbers are similar enough that we can use this as a baseline for the discussions during these kickoff webinars.The figure on the left shows percentages based on sector for the year 2021, with transportation and electric power being the state’s largest sources. South Carolina’s emissions by sector were: transportation (41%), electric power (31%), industry (14%), commercial buildings (7%), residential buildings (4%), and agriculture (3%). The figure on the right shows emissions from 1990-2021, and we can see that emissions are higher now than they were in 1990, although they were at their peak around 2004-2008. Emissions change over time with things such as population growth, changes in technology, and intentional reductions. Looking at emissions trends over time can assist planners in continuing to reduce greenhouse gas emissions. This helps planners and decision-makers understand where the most effective reductions can happen and establishes a baseline for future measurements so the state can track its emissions reduction progress. 2021 National Emissions:Transportation: 28.5% 	(SC is higher than national)Electric Power Industry: 25%	(SC is higher than national)Industry: 23.5% 	(SC lower than national)Agriculture: 10% 	(SC is lower than national)	Commercial: 6.9% 	(SC is close to national)Residential: 5.8% 	(SC is lower than national)

https://www.epa.gov/ghgemissions/inventory-us-greenhouse-gas-emissions-and-sinks
https://www.epa.gov/ghgemissions/inventory-us-greenhouse-gas-emissions-and-sinks


Greenhouse 
gas inventory

1

https://www.epa.gov/statelocal
energy/state-inventory-and-
projection-tool

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
We will be using EPA’s Statewide Inventory Tool (SIT) for the PCAP. This is a top-down approach to an inventory, meaning we are using default data provided by the federal government through the national GHG Emissions Inventory of Sources and Sinks. The SIT tool is compiled of 11 modules and a synthesis tool to provide the default data. SCOR will develop the inventory, DHEC Bureau of Air Quality will provide technical assistance and review. After the PCAP, we may use other tools, data, inventories, etc., depending on needs, gaps, and opportunities identified during the PCAP phase that will increase accurate accounting of emissions.



Common Name Chemical Formula Common Sources and Uses

Carbon Dioxide CO2
Combustion (burning fossil fuels)

Land cover change

Methane CH4

Combustion
Agriculture (livestock, rice)

Waste and Landfill Decomposition

Nitrous Oxide N2O Combustion (burning fossil fuels)

Sulphur Hexafluoride SF6
Electrical Insulator

(gas used to fill spaces to insulate)

Hydrofluorocarbons HFCs Refrigerants (coolant)

Perfluorocarbons PFCs
Aluminum production
Industrial processes

Greenhouse Gases

Source: EPA Overview of Greenhouse Gases: https://www.epa.gov/ghgemissions/overview-greenhouse-gases

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The greenhouse gases included in South Carolina’s inventory are carbon dioxide, methane, nitrous oxide, sulfur hexafluoride, hydrofluorocarbons, and perfluorocarbons. Each greenhouse gas remains in the atmosphere for different lengths of time, ranging from a few years to thousands of years. Because different GHGs may be better at absorbing and trapping in heat than others or may remain in the atmosphere for much longer periods of time (higher global warming potentials), all gases are converted to MMTCO2e using the standard conversions used in the IPCC’s AR6 and supported by EPA. This ensures we are comparing apples to apples and are effectively targeting the correct emissions sources with our reduction measures and implementation.Human activity releases these gases into the atmosphere primarily through combustion, which is the burning of fossil fuels. Carbon dioxide and methane are stored deep in Earth’s surface as part of Earth’s long carbon cycle in the form of fossil fuels. Without human intervention, that carbon would remain deep in the Earth for thousands to millions of years. When humans extract fossil fuels from Earth and burn it for energy, they are directly transferring those carbon dioxide and methane stores into the atmosphere. The main reasons humans burn fossil fuels include generating energy for electricity, producing transportation fuel such as for vehicles, airplanes, and ships, and powering industrial processes. Other human sources of greenhouse gases include landfills, coal mines, agriculture, industrial and waste management, and oil and natural gas operations.�For more information, see the EPA Overview of Greenhouse Gases website: https://www.epa.gov/ghgemissions/overview-greenhouse-gases



EPA SIT
• The State Inventory Tool (SIT) modules provide a standard 

methodology for states to calculate emission using national datasets 
and provide the opportunity to supplement with local data.

• SIT modules are Microsoft Excel spreadsheets.

• The Inventory of U.S. Greenhouse Gas Emissions and Sinks (EPA 
2022a) is the basis for default national datasets.

https://www.epa.gov/ghgemissions/inventory-us-greenhouse-gas-emissions-and-sinks-1990-2020
https://www.epa.gov/ghgemissions/inventory-us-greenhouse-gas-emissions-and-sinks-1990-2020


EPA SIT – PAQC Methods

• Workflow is organized by 5 “Tasks”
• Transportation, Electric Power Generation, LULUCF, Major Emissions, Minor 

Emissions

• Default, EPA provided values are used in all SIT modules except for Task 3
• Task 3, Natural Working Lands and Forestry, EPA does not provide hectares burned 

and this will be provided by SC Forestry Commission

• Emission units are in Million Metric Tons of Carbon Dioxide Equivalent 
(MMTCO2e)

• SIT may report in Metric Tons of Carbon Dioxide Equivalent (MTCO2e)

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
South Carolina’s Quality Action Plan organizes the GHG inventory by 5 key tasks: transportation; power generation; Land Use, Land Use Change, and Forestry (LULUCF); Major Emissions; and Minor Emissions. EPA provides default values in all SIT modules that can be used in these tasks, except for Task 3. Hectares burned data will be provided by SC Forestry Commission. As mentioned on the Greenhouse Gases slide, all emissions will be reported in million metric tons of Carbon Dioxide equivalent (MMTCO2e) so that the gases’ global warming potential (GWP) may be compared appropriately. Some SIT modules report in metric tons CO2e (MTCO2e), so SCOR will do basic unit conversions for these modules to MMTCO2e. 



EPA SIT Walkthrough

Note: SC Greenhouse Gas Inventory output and figures are
currently under review.

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The Greenhouse Gas Inventory and SIT output is currently in draft form and under review.



What is a measure?
• “…programs, policies, 

measures, and projects that 
will achieve or facilitate the 
reduction of greenhouse gas 
air pollution.”

Quantifiable GHG 
reduction measures

2

• Voluntary
• Incentive-based
• Complementary
• Ability to scale to a 

statewide effort

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Measures included in the PCAP are intended to be voluntary, incentive-based, and supportive of other programs and initiatives occurring across the state. There is no intent to develop new regulations or requirements. “Measures” are broad-ranging; this definition was taken from EPA guidance.



EPA Requirements

PCAP Implementation Grant Application  
(for each proposed program or project) 

GHG Inventory 
Priority Measures 
• Implementation ready; can be completed in a 5-year 

Implementation Grant 
• Align with and advance state priorities 

For each measure, include at a minimum: 
• GHG reduction estimates (2025-2035, 2025-2050) 
• Implementing agencies; statutory or regulatory 

authority 
• Discussion of community benefits 
• Cost estimates 

• Description of the GHG reduction measure(s); must 
be in PCAP 

• Magnitude of GHG reductions for 2025-2030 and 
2025-2050 

• Transformative impacts 
• Intersection with other funding; demonstrate 

funding need 
• Cost effectiveness of GHG reductions 
• Co-benefits: co-pollutant emission changes, 

workforce opportunities 
• Community engagement 

 

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
EPA has some specific requirements for the PCAP as well as the implementation grant applications when it comes to the reduction measures. For the PCAP, the measures must be implementable in a 5-year period and align with state priorities. At a minimum, each measure should include GHG reduction estimate for a 10-year period and a 25-year period, who will implement or who has the authority to implement the measure, and finally should include a discussion the community benefits and costs.For the implementation grant applications, each proposed program must be more specific than the detail submitted with the PCAP. The program or project must be included in a PCAP, show the magnitude of reductions for a 5-year period and a 25-year period, and must list the transformative impacts. In addition, there must be a crosswalk of funding to demonstrate the need for the grant, a cost effectiveness analysis, a discussion on the co-benefits, and demonstration of community engagement.



Survey Results

0 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50

GHG Reductions

Energy Efficiency

Transportation Improvements

Community Beautification

Air Quality

Economic/Workforce Development

Environmental Stewardship

Community Engagement

Community Resilience

Number of Responses

SC Community Priorities

Highest Priority Important Less Important Blank

47 responses as of Friday, Dec. 8th, 2023 

“How does your community or organization prioritize the following economic, health, and 
environmental benefits?” 

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Interesting to note that GHG reductions ranked lowest priority, but all other priorities will reduce emissions and still work towards the goal of CPRG. 



Reduction Measures by 
Action Team

Agriculture / Natural 
& Working Lands

2

Greenhouse Gas 
Inventory

3

Waste and Materials 
Management

4

Transportation6

Industry5

Residential and 
Commercial Buildings

1

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
SCOR is tackling the PCAP and implementation grant application by sector, using Action Teams. Five Action Teams will discuss, analyze, and recommend reduction measures within their sector. These Action Teams are: Residential and Commercial BuildingsAgriculture/Natural & Working LandsWaste and Materials ManagementIndustryTransportationThe final Action Team is the Greenhouse Gas Inventory team, which will assist SCOR with reviewing the data, identifying gaps or uncertainties, assistance with quantifying reduction projections, reviewing visualizations, and looking forward to make GHG accounting better within SC.



Residential & Commercial Buildings: 
Implementable Programs (Examples and Ideas)
 

Category Measure Examples 

Energy Efficiency 
and 

Weatherization 

• Improve energy efficiency in existing aging housing inventory through energy efficiency 
retrofits, weatherization, energy management and rebate initiatives. Leverage existing rebate 
programs: specifically aim to assist Justice40 communities in funding HVAC systems and major 
appliances, reduce overall energy consumption, and resident utility expenses. 

• Provide incentives and rebates for new residential, commercial, and public construction to 
include healthy, carbon-storing and energy efficient construction 

• Provide incentives and rebates for energy efficiency measures in existing commercial and public 
buildings and facilities 

Power 
Generation and 

Storage 

• Provide incentives or rebates for renewable energy projects, for public facilities and privately 
owned buildings 

• Install microgrids 
• Use existing municipal facilities and buildings as test sites to determine the costs and benefits of 

solar, microgrids, or other strategies 



Residential & Commercial Buildings: 
Enabling Programs (Examples and Ideas) 

Category Measure Examples 
Pre-

Weatherization 
(Residential) 

• Perform energy audits 
• Address structural deficiencies, home health hazards, and critical home repair 
• Pre-weatherization will maximize benefits for weatherization and energy efficiency retrofits 

Research, 
Development, 

and 
Demonstrations 

Identify, develop, test, pilot, and demonstrate new strategies that can then be encouraged or 
implemented statewide, for example: 
• Renewal energy (new technologies, policies to enable deployment) 
• Energy efficiency (new technologies; local building codes, state energy standard) 
• Building materials and designs to sequester carbon 
• Remote/shared workspaces 



Agriculture/Natural & Working Lands:
Implementable Programs (Examples and Ideas)

 
Category Measure Examples 

Climate Smart 
Agriculture 

• Expand existing, successful programs and incentives for producers to implement climate-smart 
production practices 

Sustainable 
Forest 

Management 

• Deploy sustainable forest management for optimal carbon sequestration and preservation of 
carbon stocks 

• Develop and deploy new technologies and products to help offset higher carbon emissions 
from other sectors 

Urban 
Environments 

• Expand urban tree planting and urban forestry programs 
• Incentivize greenspace purchases and participation in tree protection programs 

Ecosystem 
Restoration and 

Conservation 

• Expand programs and funding to preserve, restore, and manage ecosystems with carbon 
sequestration benefits 

• Expand conservation stewardship and easement incentives for agricultural / forest producers 

Waste  • Establish new programs and incentives for reducing and reusing waste, for example through 
community composting programs, on-farm anaerobic digester systems, or biogas production 

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Some ideas that have come up in the survey or that SCOR has been considering are shown here. The natural and working lands sector acts predominantly as a sink, so increasing carbon stores is an effective strategy in this sector, through implementing measures such as expanding successful programs like the ClimateSmart commodities and agriculture. Other options include programs for sustainable forest management, a program supporting urban tree planting,  or preservation/conservation/restoration of our natural ecosystems. Or another program could be reducing waste through composting, anaerobic digestion, or biogas production.



Agriculture/Natural & Working Lands: 
Enabling Programs (Examples and Ideas)

 
Category Measure Examples 

Agency 
Coordination 

• Develop multi-agency collaborations and strategies to identify and maximize co-benefits of 
land use planning and management activities 

• Identify ways to support existing plans and coordination efforts, such as the South Carolina 
Green Infrastructure Plan 

Research, 
Development, 

and 
Demonstrations 

Identify, develop, test, pilot, and demonstrate new strategies that can then be encouraged or 
implemented statewide, for example: 
• Methods to monitor, report, and verify carbon sequestration and greenhouse gas benefits 
• Markets and products to promote climate-smart agricultural and forestry practices 



CCAP Landcover Product
• NOAA 1-meter Landcover Product
• Blue and Green areas are being procured

• Will be produced within ~6 months
• Great improvement from 30-meter NLCD

27

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
This slide was shown in both the Ag/NWL and GHG Inventory Action Team webinars. SCOR is using some of the Phase I planning grant funds to acquire NOAA’s 1-meter resolution landcover product, a huge improvement from the 30-meter resolution of NLCD.

https://coast.noaa.gov/digitalcoast/data/ccaphighres.html


GHG Inventories:
Implementable Programs – All Sectors

Sector Measure Examples 

Agriculture 

• Expand existing, successful programs and incentives such as Climate Smart Commodities for 
producers to implement carbon-reducing practices. 

• Deploy sustainable forest management for optimal sequestration and preservation of carbon. 
• Expand urban tree planting and greenspace programs. 
• Expand programs to preserve and restore ecosystems with carbon sequestration benefits. 

Residential and 
Commercial 

Buildings 

• Improve energy efficiency in existing housing inventory through retrofits, weatherization, 
energy management, and rebate initiatives. 

• Provide incentives and rebates for new residential, commercial, and public construction to 
include carbon-storing and energy efficient construction. 

• Install microgrids. 
• Update building codes. 

Transportation 
• Install EV infrastructure at certain locations around the state (e.g., city halls, schools) to create 

Resilience Hubs. 
• Expand public transportation and other transportation options (walking, biking). 

Industry • Provide incentives to use biochar in cement production. 
• Provide incentives to businesses to reduce power consumption during the production process. 

Waste • Establish new programs and incentives for reducing and reusing waste, for example through 
community composting programs, on-farm anaerobic digester systems, or biogas production. 

 

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
In addition to looking at the actual inventory, its data, the way we present or visualize that data, and where we can fill gaps, we need this group’s assistance with the reduction measures that the other Action Teams are recommending, analyzing, and investigating. How do we quantify these reductions as we go through the process of writing the PCAP and the implementation grant? Further down the road, how do we best verify our reductions of any implemented programs to ensure we are on target and using implementation funding in the most meaningful and effective way?Here are some examples of possible emissions reduction programs from the other Action Teams as a means to think about these questions.


		Sector

		Measure Examples



		Agriculture

		· Expand existing, successful programs and incentives such as Climate Smart Commodities for producers to implement carbon-reducing practices.

· Deploy sustainable forest management for optimal sequestration and preservation of carbon.

· Expand urban tree planting and greenspace programs.

· Expand programs to preserve and restore ecosystems with carbon sequestration benefits.



		Residential and Commercial Buildings

		· Improve energy efficiency in existing housing inventory through retrofits, weatherization, energy management, and rebate initiatives.

· Provide incentives and rebates for new residential, commercial, and public construction to include carbon-storing and energy efficient construction.

· Install microgrids.

· Update building codes.



		Transportation

		· Install EV infrastructure at certain locations around the state (e.g., city halls, schools) to create Resilience Hubs.

· Expand public transportation and other transportation options (walking, biking).



		Industry

		· Provide incentives to use biochar in cement production.

· Provide incentives to businesses to reduce power consumption during the production process.



		Waste

		· Establish new programs and incentives for reducing and reusing waste, for example through community composting programs, on-farm anaerobic digester systems, or biogas production.









Waste and Materials Management: 
Implementable Programs (Ideas & Examples)

Category Measure Examples 

Landfills • Expand methane gas collection systems and electricity production from 
methane emissions 

Food Waste and 
Composting • Expand food waste collection programs and industrial composting facilities 

Recycling and Recycled 
Materials 

• Expand recycling programs and facilities 
• Incentivize use of carbon capturing and recycled building materials 

Electrification • Transition landfill equipment and operations fleets to electric 

 



Waste and Materials Management: 
Enabling Programs (Ideas and Examples)

Category Questions 

Education 

• Expand and enhance trainings and technical assistance for professionals in 
the field 

• Provide educational programs, webinars, workshops, and tours for 
communities on waste reduction, reuse, recycling, and composting 

Markets • Develop incentives and technical assistance programs to expand markets 
for compost and recycled materials 

 



Industry: 
Implementable Programs (Examples and Ideas)

Category Measure Examples 

Materials • Incentives for businesses to use more sustainable practices and materials 
• Incentives to use biochar in cement production 

Energy Efficiency, 
Electrification, and 
Renewable Energy 

• Grants to support equipment replacement and upgrades, particularly at the point of 
equipment turnover  

• Grant or incentive programs to transition diesel engines to newer, less carbon 
intensive engines 

• Incentives for use of alternative fuels or adoption of new technologies, such as 
carbon capture and storage 

• Incentives for renewable energy projects, for on-site energy generation and storage 
• Incentives for businesses to adopt technologies and practices that reduce energy 

consumption during production processes 
 



Industry:
Enabling Programs (Examples and Ideas)

Category Measure Examples 

Collaboration 

• Promote and expand partnerships around hydrogen research, infrastructure design, 
and supply chain activities 

• Facilitate collaboration between industry and utilities to identify needs and establish 
pathways for industrial electrification 

Technical Assistance 

• Provide financial and technical assistance towards environmental product 
declaration development 

• Study opportunities to use low carbon materials and transition to alternative fuels 
• Implement demonstration projects to deploy new and emerging technologies 

Sustainability 
Initiatives  

• Develop voluntary certification programs for GHG or energy reduction measures 
• Develop strategies to support South Carolina industries’ efforts to monitor, report 

on, and achieve emissions, climate change, and energy goals 
 



Transportation: 
Implementable Programs (Examples and Ideas)

Category Measure Examples 

Electrification and 
Alternative Fuels 

• Rebates for electric vehicle purchases 
• Incentives or rebates for converting vehicle fleets to EVs (public and private 

sectors; passenger vehicles, light and heavy-duty trucks, buses) 
• Incentive or rebates to electrify non-highway transportation and equipment 

(boats, rail, farm equipment, construction equipment) 
• Incentives for use of alternative fuels 
• Grant or incentive programs to transition diesel engines to newer, less carbon 

intensive engines 

Alternative 
Transportation 

Modes 

• Grant programs for public transit projects, enhanced biking and walking options, 
carpooling, and other initiatives to reduce vehicle miles 

Operational 
Efficiencies • Programs to reduce vehicle idling. 

 



Transportation: 
Enabling Programs (Examples and Ideas)

Category Measure Examples 

Infrastructure • Grant or incentive programs to deploy EV charging stations 

Technical Assistance 
and Education 

• Professional training programs on effective planning and engineering practices 
for improved biking and walking infrastructure 

• Community education on alternative (non-passenger vehicle) transportation 
options  

 



Discussion / Brainstorm

1. What is your organization and/or sector doing that relates to the 
PAQC and CPRG program?

2. What measures from this sector would you consider prioritizing for 
the PCAP?

3. What are the most effective ways to further engage and coordinate 
with your organization and/or sector?

4. Who else needs to be engaged or invited to participate?

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Now I’d like to open it up for discussion. Would anybody like to start us off by sharing what their organization is doing, or ideas that they are interested in? Feel free to answer any of these questions listed here, or share any other thoughts or ideas you might have.



PCAP Timeline and Targets

October November December January February March April

January  19
Draft PCAP 

posted

March 1
PCAP due 

to EPA

February 9
Draft PCAP 
comments 

due

April 1
Implementation 

Grant 
Applications due

October 23
Kickoff 

Meeting

Action Teams

Stakeholder Engagement

Prepare Implementation Grant Application(s) 

Interagency Group Updates

December 22
Stakeholder 

Surveys 
requested

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Again, we are working on a very tight timeline here. Action Team input is vital to the success of this initiative and to the implementation grant application. 



Next Steps

• Requests
• Survey: Please submit and share as widely as possible
• Disseminate information: https://scor.sc.gov/paqc
• Share information with us about your organization’s or community’s activities

• Upcoming meetings:
• January 8 – 10, 2024: Discussion of stakeholder survey results, draft write-ups 

of the GHG Inventory and GHG reduction measures ideas
• February 12 – 14, 2024: Discussion of draft PCAP comments and responses; 

final GHG reduction measures; final projects and programs to include in the 
PCAP

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Please submit your survey responses by December 22nd, and share as widely as possible. Additionally, please share our website and contact information. We look forward to hearing about your organization or community’s activities. Upcoming Action Team webinars will be held the week of January 8th, and the final round of Action Team meetings prior to PCAP submission will be the week of February 12th. 

https://scor.sc.gov/paqc


Thank you for your interest in the PAQC!

Questions? Contact us at PAQC@scor.sc.gov
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